Structural MR imaging.
Phased-array imaging at 1.5 and 3 T significantly improves image quality compared with that in routine 1.5-T head coil studies. These improvements significantly increase lesion detection in patients with focal epilepsy. Semiautomated image-analysis techniques have the potential to improve lesion detection, assess lesion burden more accurately, characterize cortical abnormalities, and determine the location and extent of associated cortical and deep gray nuclei involvement. With increasing interest in understanding the role white matter plays in epileptogenesis and seizure propagation, diffusion tensor imaging may yield useful information about changes in white matter organization. Our current multimodality imaging combines these structural imaging advances with coregistered neurophysiological information obtained with magnetoencephalography and with simultaneous EEG recordings. Our initial experience suggests that multimodality imaging will improve our ability to detect and define the extent of epileptogenic lesions.